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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 

INTRODUCTION 

At Sinopec Canada and its Canadian affiliates (Sinopec Canada Energy Ltd., 
Sinopec Daylight Energy Ltd. and SinoCanada Petroleum Corporation) ("Sinopec 
Canada" or the "Corporation"), we are committed to maintaining the highest 
standards of honesty and accountability and we recognize that each employee, 
officer, director, service provider and consultant (collectively "employees") has an 
important role to play in achieving this goal. Sinopec Canada's reputation is 
dependent upon the integrity and sense of responsibility of its employees.  
Sinopec Canada is committed to conducting all of its affairs with honesty, 
integrity and fairness and expects the same from all of its business partners. The 
Corporation will not take unfair advantage of anyone through illegal conduct, 
manipulation, concealment, abuse of privileged information, misrepresentation of 
material facts or other dishonest or unfair practices. 

This Code reflects our commitment to a culture of honesty, integrity and 
accountability and outlines the basic principles and policies with which all 
employees are expected to comply.  Please read this Code carefully. 

In addition to following this Code in all aspects of your business activities, you 
are expected to seek guidance in any case where there is a question about 
compliance with both the letter and spirit of our policies and applicable laws.  
This Code sets forth general principles and does not supersede the specific 
policies and procedures that are covered in specific corporate policies, such as 
the Corrective Action and Discipline Policy, Impairment (including Drugs and 
Alcohol) Policy, Disclosure, Confidentiality and Trading Policy, Violence 
Prevention Policy, Harassment Prevention Policy, and Whistleblower Policy and 
Procedures. References in this Code to Sinopec Canada or the Corporation 
means Sinopec Canada or any of its affiliates. 

When considering their own conduct, employees should also be guided by some 
basic questions they can ask themselves, such as: 

• Can I justify this action? 
• Are my actions legal? Ethical? 
• How would my actions appear if published on the front page of a 

newspaper? 
• Would disclosure of my involvement in this situation be embarrassing to 

me, my family, or Sinopec Canada? 
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Failure to comply with the Code can have severe consequences for both the 
employee and Sinopec Canada. Appropriate discipline, up to and including 
dismissal, will be imposed by Sinopec Canada for violations of the Code and in 
accordance with Sinopec Canada’s Corrective Action and Discipline Policy. 
Furthermore, conduct that violates the Code may also violate federal or provincial 
law and can subject both Sinopec Canada and the employee to prosecution or 
other legal actions. The principles set forth in this Code are conditions of each 
employee's engagement with Sinopec Canada; employees continue to be bound 
by these conditions, as revised from time to time to reflect changes in business 
or organization. Any employee who does not comply with these conditions will be 
subject to the consequences referenced herein. Sinopec Canada senior officers 
and other managers are responsible for monitoring compliance with the Code 
within their respective areas of responsibility. 

Your cooperation is necessary to the continued success of our business and the 
cultivation and maintenance of our reputation as a good corporate citizen. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

A conflict of interest occurs when an individual's private interest interferes, 
appears to interfere or has the potential to interfere in any way with the interests 
of the Corporation.  A conflict situation can arise when an employee takes 
actions or has interests that may make it difficult to perform his or her work 
effectively.  Conflicts of interest also arise when an employee, or a member of his 
or her family, receives improper personal benefits as a result of his or her 
position with Sinopec Canada. Loans to, or guarantees of obligations of, such 
persons are likely to pose conflicts of interest, as are transactions of any kind 
between the Corporation and any other organization in which you or any member 
of your family have an interest. In all circumstances, employees of the 
Corporation are expected to provide suppliers and customers with a full and fair 
opportunity to do business with the Corporation, and to ensure decisions relating 
to the business of the Corporation are made on a commercial basis. 

Activities that could give rise to conflicts of interest are prohibited unless 
specifically approved in advance by the Board of Directors or its designees.  It is 
not always easy to determine whether a conflict of interest exists, so any 
potential conflicts of interests must be reported immediately to senior 
management. 

In order to effectively monitor and manage potential conflicts of interest, approval 
of the Corporation's Board of Directors or the Corporate Governance Committee 
will be required prior to any employee of the Corporation acting or agreeing to act 
as an officer or director of any reporting issuer, or any private issuer engaged in 
the natural resources business (including exploration and production, midstream 
and services entities). 
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CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES 

Employees, officers and directors are prohibited from taking opportunities 
discovered through the use of corporate property, information or position and 
from using corporate property, information or position for either personal gain or 
to directly compete with Sinopec Canada. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

Employees must maintain the confidentiality of information entrusted to them by 
Sinopec Canada or that otherwise comes into their possession in the course of 
their employment, except when disclosure is authorized or legally mandated.  
The obligation to preserve confidential information continues even after you leave 
the Corporation. 

Confidential information includes all non-public information that may be of use to 
competitors, or harmful to Sinopec Canada or its customers, if disclosed.  It also 
includes information that suppliers and customers have entrusted to us. 

PROTECTION AND PROPER USE OF CORPORATE ASSETS 

All employees should endeavour to protect the Corporation's assets and ensure 
their efficient use.  Theft, carelessness and waste have a direct impact on 
Sinopec Canada's profitability.  Any suspected incidents of fraud or theft should 
be immediately reported for investigation. 

Corporate assets, including but not limited to funds, products or computers, may 
only be used for legitimate business purposes or other purposes approved by 
management.  Corporate assets may never be used for illegal purposes. 

The obligation to protect Sinopec Canada assets includes proprietary 
information.  Proprietary information includes any information that is not generally 
known to the public or would be helpful to our competitors or harmful to our 
competitor's positions.  Examples of proprietary information are intellectual 
property, business and marketing plans and employee information.  The 
obligation to preserve proprietary information continues even after you leave the 
Corporation. 

PRIVACY 

In conducting our business, Sinopec Canada needs to maintain records and 
information about its employees, contractors, vendors, landowners, shareholders 
and other business associates.  We value and respect the rights of these 
individuals to personal privacy and comply with applicable laws relating to the 
use and collection of personal information. We collect and use only information 
that is necessary for us to administer our business effectively, efficiently and in a 
safe and reliable fashion.  This information is only for the appropriate internal use 
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of Sinopec Canada and will not be shared or used for other purposes unless 
permitted or required by law. 

INSIDER TRADING, SELECTIVE DISCLOSURE AND TRADING ACTIVITIES 

Employees must not trade securities based on the material, non-public 
information for their benefit or the benefit of others. Material information is any 
information that, if known, might influence a reasonable investor’s investment 
decision to buy, sell, or hold securities. Non-public means any information that 
has not been released by Sinopec Canada for public dissemination and which is 
intended to remain confidential until such authorized dissemination. Employees 
should not share material, non-public information with anyone outside Sinopec 
Canada (including family members) until it has been made public, regardless of 
how the information may or may not be used. For clarity, these restrictions apply 
to trading in securities of any other company (including, but not limited to, 
competitors, suppliers, service providers and customers) if an employee learns of 
any material, non-public information about that company during the course of 
his/her employment with Sinopec Canada. 

Employees must adhere to blackout restrictions of which they are notified. 
Trading blackouts are implemented to ensure that "insiders" do not have the 
advantage of information that has not been announced to the general investing 
public. Applicable securities laws dictate the protection of the entire investing 
public to ensure fairness. Should an individual breach insider trading rules they 
may be subject to significant penalties by regulatory authorities. 

Should you have any questions or require clarification regarding trading 
restrictions, it is your responsibility to direct these questions to the head of 
Sinopec Canada’s Legal department. 

Employees must report violations or misuse of material, non-public corporate 
information to the head of Sinopec Canada’s Legal department. 

For further information, please refer to the Disclosure, Confidentiality and Trading 
Policy. 

FAIR DEALING 

Each employee should endeavour to deal fairly with the Corporation's customers, 
suppliers, competitors and employees.  No employee should take unfair 
advantage of anyone through illegal conduct, manipulation, concealment, abuse 
of privileged information, misrepresentation of material facts or any other unfair-
dealing practice.  In all circumstances, employees of the Corporation are 
expected to provide suppliers and customers with a full and fair opportunity to do 
business with the Corporation, and to ensure decisions relating to the business of 
the Corporation are made on a commercial basis. 
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COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Compliance with both the letter and spirit of all laws, rules and regulations 
applicable to our business is critical to our reputation and continued success.  All 
employees must respect and obey the laws of the cities, provinces and country in 
which we operate and avoid even the appearance of impropriety.  Employees 
who fail to comply with this Code will receive disciplinary measures, which may 
include termination of employment with Sinopec Canada. 

COMPLIANCE WITH COMPETITION AND ANTI-TRUST LAWS 

The Corporation believes in fair and open competition, and strictly adheres to the 
requirements of competition and anti-trust laws. These laws generally prohibit 
collusion between firms and other unfair business conduct that would lessen 
competition. 

Employees must avoid all actions that are or could reasonably be construed as 
being anti-competitive, monopolistic or otherwise contrary to such laws; 
employees are expected to perform their duties in accordance with such laws 
and follow guidelines established by Sinopec Canada. Because of the 
importance and complex nature of this area of law, employees should consult 
with the head of Sinopec Canada's Legal department to obtain assistance and 
guidance on competitive issues and to address specific situations and initiatives 
as they arise. 

COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS 

The Corporation is sensitive to the environmental, health and safety 
consequences of its operations.  Accordingly, the Corporation will strictly comply 
with all applicable Federal and Provincial environmental laws and regulations in 
all aspects of our work.  The Corporation will monitor its environmental 
performance and will look for ways to reduce and prevent waste, emissions, 
spills and other releases from our operations so as to minimize, wherever 
possible, our impact on the environment.  If any employee has any doubt as to 
the applicability or meaning of a particular environmental, health or safety 
regulation, he or she should discuss the matter with a member of the 
Corporation's senior management. 

DISCRIMINATION, HARASSMENT AND VIOLENCE  

We value the diversity of our employees and are committed to providing equal 
opportunity and a safe environment in all aspects of employment.  Abusive, 
harassing, violent or offensive conduct is unacceptable, whether verbal, physical, 
psychological or social.   
 
Harassment is any single incident or repeated incidents of objectionable or 
unwelcome conduct, comment, bullying or action by a person that the person 
knows or ought reasonably to know will or would cause offence or humiliation to 
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another, or adversely affect that person's health and safety. Some examples 
include:  
 

• unwelcome remarks or jokes about subjects like one's race, national or 
ethnic origin, religion, age, sex (including pregnancy or childbirth), sexual 
orientation, marital status, family status, gender, gender identity or 
expression, physical or mental disability, or a conviction for which a 
pardon has been granted;  

• displaying discriminatory or other offensive pictures, posters, e-mails or 
screen displays;  

• sending or receiving messages or files, by e-mail or any other form of 
delivery, that are illegal, sexually explicit, abusive, offensive, profane, 
unwelcome, or that may adversely affect Sinopec Canada's image;  

• sexual harassment, including sexual solicitations or advances;  
• unnecessary physical contact, such as touching or pinching;  
• threats, intimidation or verbal abuse; or  
• any other action that may reasonably be perceived as offensive or 

disrespectful. 
 

Violence, whether at a work site or work related, is the threatened, attempted or 
actual conduct of a person that causes or is likely to cause physical or 
psychological injury or harm. It includes: 

• physical attack or aggression; 
• threatening behavior; 
• verbal or written threats; 
• domestic violence (when it spills into the workplace);  and 
• sexual violence. 

 
Employees are encouraged to speak out when a co-worker's conduct makes 
them uncomfortable, and to report any instances of harassment or violence when 
they occur. We will respond promptly to all complaints to ensure they are 
resolved quickly and fairly. We will impose sanctions (up to and including 
termination of employment) on any employee who violates these requirements 
regardless of his or her position with Sinopec Canada. Employees in positions of 
authority – such as supervisors – will be subject to more serious consequences 
to reflect the seriousness of abusing their position and the negative impact their 
actions may have on the work environment. As an employee, it is your duty to 
report incidents of harassment or violence to your supervisor or Sinopec 
Canada's Human Resources department.   

You are encouraged to refer to Sinopec Canada’s Whistleblower Policy and 
Procedures if you would prefer to report such incidents anonymously to a 
confidential resource. 

For further information, please refer to the Harassment Prevention Policy and the 
Violence Prevention Policy, as applicable.  
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HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT 

We are all responsible for maintaining a safe workplace by following health, 
safety and environment (HSE) rules and practices.  Sinopec Canada is 
committed to keeping its workplaces free from hazards.  Please report any 
accidents, injuries, unsafe equipment, practices or conditions immediately to a 
supervisor or other designated person. Threats or acts of violence or intimidation 
are prohibited. 

The Sinopec Canada Employee HSE Commitment Letter attached hereto as 
Appendix “A” forms part of this Code. 

Sinopec Canada’s commitment to maintaining a safe workplace includes 
ensuring that the workplace is free from drugs and alcohol.  Adherence to 
Sinopec Canada’s Impairment (including Drugs and Alcohol) Policy is an 
essential part of this commitment and of ensuring the safety all Sinopec Canada 
personnel.  Pursuant to this Policy, employees are prohibited from: 

• reporting to work in an impaired condition (either through alcohol, drugs 
or otherwise); 

• consuming alcohol, cannabis and certain prescription drugs on Sinopec 
Canada premises or while working for Sinopec Canada (subject to the 
exceptions set out in the Policy); and  

• possessing, distributing, using or selling any illegal drugs on Sinopec 
Canada premises or while working for Sinopec Canada. 
 

Smoking in the workplace, except in designated areas, is also prohibited.  

ACCURACY OF SINOPEC CANADA'S RECORDS AND REPORTING 

Honest and accurate recording and reporting of information is critical to our ability 
to make responsible business decisions.  Sinopec Canada's accounting records 
are relied upon to produce reports for the Corporation's management, 
securityholders, creditors, governmental agencies and others.  Our financial 
statements and the books and records on which they are based must accurately 
reflect all corporate transactions and conform to all legal and accounting 
requirements and our system of internal, financial and disclosure controls. 

All employees have a responsibility to ensure the accuracy and completeness of 
records, reports and communications and the appropriateness of classification of 
transactions as to accounts and accounting periods. All transactions must be 
supported by the appropriate documentation and comply strictly with prescribed 
accounting policies, audit procedures and other such controls, including the 
controls intended to be maintained pursuant to our Whistleblower Policy and 
Procedures. 
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Sinopec Canada believes in open access for its auditors and independent 
engineers to all of its documents and records and full and open communication 
with its auditors and independent engineers with respect to their engagement. 

Business records and communications often become public through legal or 
regulatory investigations or the media. This applies to communications of all 
kinds, including email, voice mail or inter-office memos and therefore employees 
should avoid recording inappropriate notes or comments that would embarrass 
them or Sinopec Canada should they be made public. Records should be 
retained and destroyed in accordance with the Sinopec Canada's records 
retention policy. 

USE OF E-MAIL AND INTERNET SERVICES 

E-Mail systems and internet services are provided to help us do work.  Incidental 
and occasional personal use is permitted, but never for personal gain or any 
improper purpose. You may not access, send or download any information that 
could be insulting or offensive to another person, such as sexually explicit 
messages, cartoons, jokes, unwelcome propositions, ethnic or racial slurs, or any 
other message that could be viewed as harassment. (see "Discrimination, 
Harassment and Violence" herein)  Also remember that "flooding" our systems 
with junk mail and trivia hampers the ability of our systems to handle legitimate 
Sinopec Canada business and is prohibited. 

Your messages (including voice mail) and computer information are considered 
corporate property and you should not have any expectation of privacy.  Unless 
prohibited by law, Sinopec Canada reserves the right to access and disclose this 
information as necessary for business purposes.  Use good judgment, and do not 
access, send messages or store any information that you would not want to be 
seen or heard by other individuals.  Always protect your work-related user IDs 
and passwords and keep your security cards safe. You must never allow 
unauthorized people to use or access them. 
 
Employees are prohibited from making copies of software purchased and owned 
by Sinopec Canada in violation of copyright or trademark laws, or from using 
software that does not belong to Sinopec Canada.  Employees are prohibited 
from installing applications and/or utilities on Sinopec Canada's computer system 
(including those downloaded from the internet) and for which the use has not 
been expressly authorized by Sinopec Canada. Employees are expressly 
prohibited from loading or running any executable e-mail attachments, regardless 
of their source or content, without having the files reviewed and approved by 
Sinopec Canada.  
 
Violation of these policies may result in disciplinary actions up to and including 
termination from the Corporation. 
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POLITICAL ACTIVITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

We respect and support the right of our employees to participate in political 
activities of their choice provided that their involvement is kept separate from 
their role as an employee. Employees must take care to represent their views as 
their own and not the Corporation's. 

There are laws and regulations pertaining to political contributions made both in 
dollars and in "kind". Where Sinopec Canada deems appropriate, it may 
occasionally choose to make such contributions but only when authorized by the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, and only when the contribution is legal and 
appropriate for corporations such as Sinopec Canada. 

GIFTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 

The exchange of gifts and entertainment is a common practice in most business 
communities and is designed to develop and foster goodwill among business 
partners.  Accepting gifts and entertainment can cause problems when they 
compromise, or appear to compromise, our ability to make fair and objective 
business decisions. No gift or entertainment should be accepted, or offered, if it 
will unfairly influence a business relationship. 

There are many factors that influence whether a gift or entertainment is normal 
and customary.  Gifts or entertainment should be moderate, reasonable and in 
good taste, be of a style or value commonly accepted for business occasions and 
should not be unusual for the recipient's job or community.  The exchange must 
not create an obligation or sense of obligation and should occur infrequently. 

Business entertainment can present situations where discretion is required since 
some commonly accepted business invitations can include recreational 
opportunities or event tickets that are of significant value.  In these cases the 
recipient should ensure that there is a valid business development reason for 
attending and that there will be representation from other business executives at 
the event.  If the invitation is for an event where the value being received may be 
significant, officer approval is required, or in the case of the Chief Executive 
Officer, approval by the Chairman of the Board of Directors. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no circumstances shall employees provide gifts 
in excess of $40 to visiting delegates, including delegates from Sinopec 
International Petroleum Exploration and Production Corporation or its affiliates.  

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Any invention, including the development of computer software, created by an 
employee within the performance of his duties, during or outside working hours, 
belongs to Sinopec Canada. All employees must disclose to Sinopec Canada 
any information relating to the invention and cooperate with the registration by 
Sinopec Canada of a copyright or patent thereon. Whenever necessary, the 
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employee must also assign any right he may have to Sinopec Canada.  

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM THE MEDIA AND PUBLIC 

Only members of Executive Management are authorized to work with the media 
directly or to direct others in the Corporation to work with the media. When 
Sinopec Canada provides information to the news media, Sinopec Canada has 
the obligation to report accurately and completely all related material facts. In 
order to ensure that Sinopec Canada complies with its obligations, employees 
who are contacted by the media for information regarding Sinopec Canada's 
business activities and plans, financial information, or Sinopec Canada’s position 
on public issues, must refer the request to Executive Management. Likewise, all 
requests from the media for interviews must be directed to Executive 
Management.  

PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PUBLISHING ARTICLES 
 
Speeches and articles offer excellent opportunities for Sinopec Canada and its 
employees to present topics, ideas, and information of interest to business and 
professional audiences. A speech or article on a professional topic written by an 
employee for delivery to an audience or publication represents Sinopec Canada. 
Speeches and articles must be approved by Executive Management prior to the 
speaking engagement or submission for publication. 

SOCIAL NETWORKING AND BLOGS 
 
Employees have the right to create personal blogs and postings on social 
networking or other social media websites. However, online misconduct can be 
grounds for discipline, even if it does not occur during business hours or using 
Sinopec Canada's resources. Inappropriate content for online employee postings 
includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
 

• Sinopec Canada’s confidential or proprietary information;   
• Information concerning Sinopec Canada or employees that would violate 

this Code or any other Sinopec Canada policies, including the Privacy 
Policy; and   

• Negative comments about Sinopec Canada or employees, or that would 
harm the reputation of Sinopec Canada or its employees.  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
 
Sinopec Canada directly and through its employees contributes to the general 
well-being and improvement of towns, cities, and regions where it has 
operations. Sinopec Canada provides support to worthwhile community 
programs in areas such as social welfare, health, education, and arts and culture 
to promote the development of positive relationships in the areas where we have 
business interests. Sinopec Canada also encourages the recruitment of qualified 
local personnel where practical. All Sinopec Canada community involvement and 
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requests for corporate contributions must go through Executive Management. 
 
While Sinopec Canada encourages employees to participate in charitable 
organizations and other community activities of their choice, these outside 
activities should not interfere with job duties and as such prior approval from your 
manager should be requested. Approval from your manager should be requested 
when participation is supported by Sinopec Canada and when utilizing Sinopec 
Canada resources (including work time, e.g. days of caring). Where participation 
is on personal time and does not conflict with job duties then approval is not 
required. No employee may pressure another employee to express a view that is 
contrary to a personal belief or to contribute to or support political, religious, or 
charitable causes.  Employees are encouraged to speak out when a co-worker's 
conduct makes them uncomfortable, and to report harassment when it occurs. 
 

PAYMENTS TO DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN OFFICIALS 

Employees must comply with all laws prohibiting improper payments to domestic 
and foreign officials. Violation of laws relating to improper payments to domestic 
and foreign officials is a criminal offence and a person who contravenes these 
laws may be guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment. Violation 
of this policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including termination.   

REPORTING OF ANY ILLEGAL OR UNETHICAL BEHAVIOUR 

We have a strong commitment to conduct our business in a lawful and ethical 
manner.  Employees are encouraged to talk to supervisors, team leads or other 
appropriate personnel when in doubt about the best course of action in a 
particular situation and to report violations of laws, rules, regulations or this 
Code.  We prohibit retaliatory action against any employee who, in good faith, 
reports a possible violation.  It is unacceptable to file a report knowing it to be 
false. 

WAIVERS OF THE CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT AND ETHICS 

Any waiver of this Code for senior officers or directors will be made only by the 
Board of Directors or a committee of the Board of Directors and will be disclosed 
as required by applicable law or regulation. 

DISCIPLINARY ACTION 

This Code is intended to help employees conduct themselves in a manner 
consistent with our values. Employees may face disciplinary action if they: 
 

• Violate this Code; 
• Encourage or help other employees to violate this Code;  
• Condone other employees who violate this Code;  
• Fail to report a Code violation;  
• Retaliate against any employee who reports a Code violation in good 
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faith; and  
• Fail as an officer, director, manager, or supervisor to take appropriate 

steps to ensure compliance with this Code.  
 
Disciplinary action may include one or more of the following: 
 

• A warning; 
• A written reprimand;  
• Mandatory reimbursement of losses or damages;  
• Suspension;  
• Demotion;  
• Termination of employment with Sinopec Canada; or  
• Referral for criminal prosecution or civil action.  

 
Management has the discretion to determine the level and type of discipline that 
is appropriate in any given circumstance.  
 

COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES 

This Code cannot, and is not intended to, address all of the situations you may 
encounter.  There will be occasions where you are confronted by circumstances 
not covered by policy or procedure and where you must make a judgment as to 
the appropriate course of action.  In those circumstances we encourage you to 
use your common sense, and to contact Kevin Long, Vice President, Legal, 
General Counsel & Corporate Secretary for guidance at (403) 770-6311.  You 
are encouraged to refer to Sinopec Canada’s Whistleblower Policy and 
Procedures if you would prefer a confidential, anonymous resource for further 
guidance on the matters addressed herein. 
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APPENDIX “A” 

SINOPEC CANADA EMPLOYEE HSE COMMITMENT LETTER 

 
In line with the expectation that all Corporation employee are fully committed to deliver 
HSE excellence at work, I solemnly promise that I will: 
 

(1) Implement HSE management system requirements in my work. 
(2) Diligently discharge my job/position related HSE roles and responsibilities. 
(3) Strictly comply with Sinopec Canada’s Core Life-Saving Rules (attached hereto 

as Exhibit 1). 
(4) Report all HSE incidents 
(5) Actively participate in HSE observation or other similar programs. 
(6) Comply with applicable PPE requirement at work. 
(7) Intervene and stop activities found to pose immediate threat to my own personnel 

safety and/or that of others, or which could cause serious environmental 
pollution. 

(8) Attend all required HSE training to improve personal HSE competency and skills. 
 
I understand the above personal commitments and I am willing to implement them 
faithfully. 
 

 



Exhibit 1 to Appendix “A” - Code of Business Conduct and Ethics 

Core Life-Saving Rules 
Life-Saving Rules are intended to support existing safety management systems, 
programs and policies. The Rules identify day-to-day risks with a simple icon and 
description.  Each Rule provides focus to workers and supervisors quickly 
identifying the risk and controls if used properly, can prevent, injury incidents of 
any category. 

 

Follow a Prescribed Journey Managment Plan 

 

 

A journey management plan is a plan for you as a driver that will help you to travel and arrive 
safely. 

If you are a driver, you should: 

• confirm if a journey management plan is required before starting the journey 
• discuss the journey management plan with the authorised person 
• understand the journey management plan before starting the journey 
• comply with the duty, driving and rest hours specified in the journey management 
plan 
• follow the route specified in the journey management plan 
• tell the authorised person immediately if changes occur 
 

If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should routinely: 

• check that the journey management plan is in place and is being followed 
• check that the driver understands and complies to the journey management plan 
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Wear Your Seat Belt 
 

 
 
A seat belt protects you from injury in the event of an incident while driving and keeps you safe. 
Wearing seat belts includes safety belts in (rental) cars, taxis, (mini) buses, trucks, cranes, or 
forklift trucks, and involves persons in moving vehicles when engaged on company business. 
 
You (drivers and passengers) should: 

• always use a 3-point seatbelt 
• check that your seat belt works properly 
• keep your seat belt properly fastened while in a moving vehicle 
• check that everyone in the vehicle is wearing a seat belt properly before starting to 
drive 
• intervene when your fellow passengers are not wearing seatbelts properly 
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While Driving, do not use your phone and do not exceed speed limits 

 
 

Speeding or using your phone while driving increases the risk of losing control of your vehicle.  

If you are a driver, you should while driving:  

• not use a mobile phone or pager or send or read a text message 
• stay at or below the maximum allowable speed for the road you are driving on as 
indicated by road signs or journey management instructions  
• stay at or below the maximum allowable speed for the vehicle you are driving  
• adjust your speed to the prevailing conditions 

 
If you are a passenger, you should: 

• intervene if a driver is using a phone in a moving vehicle  
• intervene if a driver is exceeding the maximum allowable speed  
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No alcohol or drugs while working or driving 

 
 

Using alcohol or illegal drugs, or misusing legal drugs or other substances, will reduce your 
ability to do your job safely. 

You should: 

• always inform the supervisor or the person in charge if you are taking medicine that 
may have an effect on your performance 
• if in doubt, always check with your supervisor or the person in charge who may seek 
medical advice 
• not use, keep, sell or distribute illegal drugs 
• intervene if you see a case of alcohol or drugs abuse 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• only assign work to people who are fit to work 
  



Exhibit 1 to Appendix “A” - Code of Business Conduct and Ethics 

Do not smoke outside designated smoking areas 

 
 

Smoking or use of matches or cigarette lighters could set on fire flammable materials. 
Designated smoking areas, such as a smoking area or a smoking room, will keep you safe from 
causing fire and explosion. 

You should: 

• know where the designated smoking areas are 
• intervene if you see someone smoking outside a designated area 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• inform people about designated smoking areas 
• ensure that designated smoking areas are clearly marked 
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Work with a valid work permit when required 

 
 

A work permit describes what you must do to stay safe. 

You should: 

• understand the work permit and follow it 
• confirm that the work permit is valid 
• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work that it is safe to start 
work 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• confirm if a work permit is required for this work. 
• confirm that the workplace has been inspected before work starts 
• explain how the work permit keeps you safe 
• confirm the work permit is signed 
• confirm that it is safe to start work. 
• get a new work permit when the work or the situation changes 
• confirm that the work is completed 
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Conduct gas tests when required 

 
 

Air is tested to stop explosions and/or make sure you can breathe the air safely. 

You should: 

• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work that the air is tested 
• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work it is safe to start work 
• stop work if you smell gas 

 
If you are a gas tester you should: 

• understand which tests the work permit requires and how often 
• use certified equipment for the tests 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• confirm that gas testing is carried out as per work permit 
• request more gas tests if necessary 
• confirm that it is safe to start work 
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Verify isolation before work begins  
 

 
 

Isolation separates you from danger, such as electricity, pressure, toxic materials, poisonous 
gas, chemicals, hot liquids or radiation to keep you safe. Specified life-protecting equipment by 
the work permit, such as breathing apparatus, electrical arc flash protection or chemical 
resistant suits protect you from danger. 

You should: 

• understand the isolations that protect you from danger 
• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work that isolations are in 
place 
• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work it is safe to start work 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• confirm isolation is in place, for example, lock switches, separate pipes with spades, or 
lock access doors 
• confirm no stored energy or other dangers remain 
• confirm that it is safe to start work 
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Protect yourself against a fall when working at height 

 
 

Use fall protection equipment when working outside a protective environment where you can 
fall over 3 meters to keep you safe. A protective environment includes approved scaffolds, 
stairs with handrails, and man lifts. 

You should: 

• have authorization to work at height outside a protective environment 
• be aware of what fall protection equipment to use and how to use it 
• check equipment before using it 
• always tie off when at height outside of a protective environment 

 
If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• confirm that it is safe to start work at heights 
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Obtain authorization before entering a confined space 

 
 

A confined space, such as a vessel, tank or pipe can contain explosive gas, poisonous air or 
other dangers such as a lack of oxygen, things that can fall on you or you can fall from. 
Authorized access keeps you safe. 

You should: 

• confirm with the supervisor or the person in charge of the work that it is safe to start 
work 
• confirm with the attendant that you can enter a confined space 
• follow the requirements of the work permit 

 
If you are an attendant you should: 

• approve and control access to a confined space 
• have means of communication with people in the confined space 
 

If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• confirm that the requirements of the work permit are in place 
• confirm that a qualified attendant is always present when people are in a confined 
space 
• confirm that gas testing is carried out as per work permit 
• confirm that it is safe to start work 
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Do not walk under a suspended load 
 

 
 

Working or walking immediately under a suspended load is unsafe as the load can fall on you. A 
suspended load is an object that is temporary lifted and hangs above the ground (rig floors are 
excluded from this rule). 

You should: 

• never cross a barrier controlling an area with a suspended load without authorization 
• follow the instructions of the flagman or the person in charge of the lift 

If you are the person in charge of the lift, you should: 

• mark the unsafe area and put barriers in place 
• ensure that nobody walks under a suspended load 
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Obtain authorization before overriding or disabling safety critical equipment 

 

 

Safety-critical equipment must work correctly to keep you safe. Examples of safety-critical 
equipment include isolation devices/emergency shut down valves, lock out/tag out devices trip 
systems, relief valves, fire and gas alarm systems, certain level controls, alarms, crane 
computers, in-vehicle monitoring systems. 

You should: 

• obtain authorization from the supervisor or person in charge before overriding or 
disabling safety-critical equipment 

If you are the supervisor or person in charge of the work, you should: 

• point out the safety-critical equipment in your work place. 
• confirm the authorization comes from the right level of supervision 

 


